
Million Dollar Web Presence

Leveraging the Web 
to Dramatically Transform Your Businesses
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Objectives
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What’s your strategy?
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Distinctions of top thought leaders
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What does a digital online empire look like?
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Articles, position papers (white papers), checklists, process visuals

Books, booklets, ebooks, CDs, DVDs, MP3s, MP4s

Seminars - upcoming and archive

Home learning center (repository of Workshops and Tele-seminars)

Communities

Online Learning

Newsletters (monthly, weekly)

Podcasts and iTunes and Blog

Videos and YouTube and Blog

Blog - Ultimate repository of IP

Products and Services
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If content is the
king, Provocative 
content is the ace!
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Here is an example of Alan Weiss’s current content production on the Internet:

 • Balancing Act®: monthly newsletter on life balance

 • Million Dollar Consulting® Mindset: monthly newsletter on consulting

 • Alan’s Monday Morning Memo®: weekly quick notes on success.

 • Friday Funnies: weekly blog post featuring Alan’s dogs

 • Writing on the Wall: monthly video series on professional growth

 • Mentor Newsletter: monthly newsletter for mentor participants

 • Workshop News: monthly announcements on new opportunities

 • Alan’s Friday Wrap™: weekly podcasts and monthly videos on business

 • AlansForums.com: chat room where Alan posts daily; monthly new articles

 • Alan’s Blog: new text, audio, and video on average three times weekly

 This doesn’t count assorted articles and interviews that Alan is involved with for third parties.
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“I am often asked, what are the top challenges my 
clients are facing? Let me share the top 3 with you 
right now.”

“82% of businesses struggle to align their people with 
their strategy. Here are the top 7 ways to overcome 
this problem.”

“A CEO I am coaching just shared with me that ....”

“It was Monday morning at 10AM when Joe stormed 
into my office and said ....”
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How To Leverage Content For Success



So What?

Where do ideas come from?

Provocative Content

The evolution of a tweet
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Top Web Sites Mistakes

1.	  TMI
2.	  Stagnant
3.	  Testing
4.	  Amateurish	  
5.	  No	  One	  Knows	  About	  You
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Avoid Under construction or 
Coming soon

Most site I visit have these 
messages for weeks, months and 
sometimes years!
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Why have a web site at all?

• Gain Credibility
• Increase Business
• Ease of business
• Deliver valuable content
• Create conversations
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The WOW factor
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Million Dollar Web Presence 

Action Plan by Chad Barr 
 

1. Review this past 12 months. Come up with a list of what has worked and 
what has not? Why? What are your biggest accomplishments and your key 
learning? What are the biggest challenges you need to overcome and the 
biggest exciting opportunities ahead? What are your key strengths?  

2. Identify your economic buyers. Geography (regional, domestic, 
international). What do they read, listen, watch and attend? How to best 
reach them and attract them to you? 

3. What's your value proposition? (How is your client better off by virtue of 
working with you?) What is the remarkable value (offerings) you provide 
your clients? 

4. Next year, at this time, how would you paint a picture of that amazingly 
successful future? What does that future look like? You are also about to 
receive an award for your remarkable accomplishments, what would that 
award be for? 

5. Review the marketing gravity chart and make a list of the items you need 
to implement in the next 12 months that will push you to think bigger while 
combining your passion, competence and market need.  

6. Review the accelerant curve chart and chart your own including vault 
items. Separate (on the bottom) the products and services your already 
have and the ones you will create in the next 12 months.  

7. What is necessary to (significantly) strengthen your thought leadership? 
Review the Internet Strategic Profile chart and for each row place the letter 
"T" to represent where you are today and the letter "F" for where you need 
to be in the future, say a year from now. Also, place the letter "L" for where 
you think are some of the top thought leaders are.  

8. What does your marketing blueprint / action plan look like? Break it into 
goals and action plan (weekly / monthly / quarterly / yearly and special).  

9. How will you hold yourself accountable? 
 
Chad@TheChadBarrGroup.com  
TheChadBarrGroup.com 
Direct: 440-394-8004    Office: 216-991-2277 x 112 



Top take-aways and call to action
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